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Ab5trad 

The popularion of the Philippines. at the annual growth rale of 2.36%. 
reached 80 million in 2003 and is expected to double within 29 years if this 
rate does not dee I ine. While the model of demographic transition predicts th at 
all countries would, over rime. go through the four demographic transition 
stages, it is recognized that the Philippines is now in a demographic crisis thal 
needs urgent solution to ensure survival of foture generations. The paper 
describes the current realities regarding population pressures in tenns or poverty. 
unemployment, malnutrition. environmental degradation, land conversion, 
urbanization, low economic growth and increasing overseas employment of 
Filipinos. The need for a relevant population policy that integrates the variables 
of population, health and environment is underscored. The paper describes the 
proposed Integrated Population and Development Act filed in the Congress of 
the Philippines. 
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Introduction 

A scientific community acknowledging a demographic crisis in existence 
in our country would send a very strong signal to society and to our government 
leaders and draw reactions or actions &om their end. 

Official data show that in a span of only five years, the population of the 
Philippines grew by 7 .7 million, from 68.8 million in 1995 to 76.5 million in 
2000. This year. we acknowledge to have reached roughly 80 million. Our 
population growth rate is 2.36% per year, which means that the population 
doubling time will be within 29 years if the rate does not decline. 

The model of demographic transition proposed in the 1940s described 
the stages in the relationship between birth and death rates and the overall 
change. The growth in the population due to changes in the birth and death is 
called the natural rate population growth. This model of demographic transition 
predicts that a population's mortality and fenility would dcxline as a result of 
social and economic development. It funher predicts that all countries would, 
nver time. go through four demographic transition stages, namely: Stage I : 
Pre-industrialization: Stable Population Growth; Stage 2: Rapid Population 
Growth: Stage J: Continued and Decreasing Population Gmwth; Stage 4: Stable 
Low Population Growth. 

Al the moment. some consider the Philippines to be in the second stage, 
rhat is. rapid population growth. While we may agree with some theorists that 
population trends will eventually solve their problems, say I .5-20 years from 
now, we t.:011no1 help b111 recognize /hat at the moment, we are in a crisis, a 
C'rt.\i.t that requites urgMt .rolution, if we OTe to sun•ive and ensure 1he survNal 
of f uture generutions. 

The Realiti~s 

Popuhuion momentum makes it a certainty that we will have a young 
population in the next three decades. In 1995, about 38% of our people were 
below I .5 years. 23% were adolescents ( 10-19 years old), and 20% were 
considered youth (15-24 years). The contraceptive prevalence rate was 49% in 
2002 in comparison with other countries, which have over 60%. In contrast, 
Filipino women's desired fertility rate is 2.7 against the actual 3.4. 

Population and poveny vari11hles appear to be closely associated. The 2000 
level of 76.S million p<)pUlation continues to grow al a fast pace. At the same 
time. the proportion of 15.3 million households below the poveny threshold 
also continues to increase in proponion to the total population. Povmy incidence 
was estimated at 40% or approximately 32 million individuals in 2000. 

The number of unemployed has increased to 13.9% and there are one 
million working children aged 5-17 years old. A total of 15.6 million children 
are malnourished. While the percentage of families with children aged 6· 12 
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years old enrolled in elementary school decreased !tom 91 . I% in 1998 to 83 .9% in 
1999. 

Because of the increasing population and intense exploitation of the 
cn\lironment, the various ecosystem and critical resources have been facing 
serious, if not worsening levels of natural resource depletion and environmental 
degradation. Among the problems in environmental resourcl:.'i associated with 
increasing population are: (a) deforestation, (b) agricultural land conversion, 
(c) soil erosion, (d) solid waste accumulation, (c} water crisis. (f) marine 
pollution, and (g) fishery resource depletion. 

Land conversion activities in the country continue to transfonn the 
agricultural lands in10 residential and industrial sites. Most of these activities 
were noted in Regions Ill and IV where industrial expansion takes place due to 
their proximity to Metro Manila. In the CALABARZON area, out of 11,600 
hectares of converted agricultural lands, 44% have been used as commercial 
and industrial sites, and another 36% for residential purposes. Of the total 
agricultural lands convened, 500/o were rice J11nds. 

A 5 a result of rapid con version, self.sufficiency in food production becomes 
a major issue. The increasing scare iry of arable lands for food production could 
further cxcn pressure on the already degraded uplands. Many Farmers have 
convened port ions of our forests to farm sites, and their fanning practices have 
contributed considerably to the degradation of forested areas. Not only is this 
conversion detrimental to supply and ecological balance but it also deprives 
potential beneficiaries of the land refonn law the opportunities of owning lands. 

The low economic growth of the past decade has deepened poveny in 
many pans of the country. Limited opportunities in the less developed areas of 
the country and the increasing constraints in the more de\lcloped areas are 
major factors that have influenced the movement of people since the 1920's. 

Today, urban problems are so acute that they are no longer viewed as 
mere local government problems but as major sub·regional and national 
concerns. We have about 230 urban areas with populations exceeding 
50,000,000. These include Metro Manila and Metro Cebu, which are counted 
as single metropolitan areas and not as multiple local jurisdictions. The number 
of urban areas is expected to increase as new cities and urban clusters are 
funned around older settlements. A 2000 World Bank study estimates that by 
2020, the Philippines may have at most 600 urban centers. Thus, we are 
classified among the world's fastest urbanizing. countries. Urban areas grew by 
.5% betWeen 1980 and 1990. 

On the other hand, we are the second largest labor·sending country in the 
world, next to Mexico. On the average, about 2,500 Filipinos leave the countr:
everyday and about 10% of our population is classified as Overseas filipin.1 
Workers (OFWs) distributed in 182 foreign countries, 
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Is There a Solution to this Crisis? 

According to a boo.k published this year by the Philippine Center for 
Population and Development (PCPD) entitled The Ties that Bind: Population 
and Developmem in the Philippines, "Research has never proven a direct link 
between poverty and population growth; it wouJd be misleading to assume that 
one directly depends on the other. We cannot discount the other factor.s like 
political shocks or external economic conditions, which add to the poverty 
problem, but we also cannot discount what research calls the 'mutu11.lly 
reinforcing' rela1ionship between the two that traps communities and families 
in poverty." 

It says further, "l f population growth is complemented by higher level of 
agricultural output, accessible educalion and is supported by a framework of 
responsive government policies and programs, then it can serve as a catalyst 
for groW1h by providing a strong labor force that can drive the economy forward. 
But when population growth goes beyond what the domestic economy can absorb 
and provide for. the result can be a widening of the poverty gap. 

Still. qne does not necessarily cause the other, and same research contends 
that ' slower population growth creates the POTENTIAL lo increase the pace 
of aggregated economic: growth,' which in tum widens the scope of the debate 
-population growth does not just affect the poorest of the poor but the citizens 
of the nation. In a world of limited resources, everyone is affected by the 
reallocation, and shrinkage, of the proverbial pie." 

The Proposed Integrated Population and Development Ad 

What can we therefore do'? Many of the policy recommendatior.s call for 
additional funding while others require the most costly-political will. Both will 
arguably be difficult to come by in the near future, and thus many of the proposals 
suggest focusing on getting the most from the current limited resources. 

for my pan as a member or congress. I have filed Senate Bill 791 or the 
Integrated Population and Development Act I understand that lhis measure is 
now due for floor deliberations at the House of Representatives. House Bill 6123. 
My bill is geared towards a new population policy Lhat integrates the wriables of 
population, health and environment into a holistic development, planning and 
implementation at the national, sub~national and local levels. While there is no 
doubt on the inherent interrelationship between and among population. health 
environment.. and development in general, there is less agreement on the need 
for policy and programs in our government that would integrate and address 
lhese issues. There is no debate Ihm OVCfJIOpulation puts a strain on the government 
lo provide the essential basic scrvices, including food. housing an education, yet, 
we witness apathy in our society towuds this issue. 
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The rational for an integrated population and development act mandates 
the slale 10 promme a just and dynamic society order that shall ensure the 
prosperity umJ / rtte the people from poverty through p<Jlic:it,{ that provide 
adequate social services , prom<Jtc fall employment. u rising standard of living 
nntl improved quulity of life for all. 

Further. 1hc State must pralect and ad\•ance the right of the people Iv a 
bolanred and healthful ecology ;n act:urJ with the rhythm and h1mr1ony of 
nature. 

To.,,1ord~ this end. the l'lali! shall e1m1r1! .rnstuinahle dP\1elopment and 
guarantee human rights. As su1.·h it shall rccogn i21: !he dynamic 
interrelationship.1· of popzdalion. dewelopment and en\'irunm1ml through their 
integratiun national and local policies. programs, strategics and plom Including 
the uppropriation, allucation and mobili:ation of re.wurces al all le\le/s. " 

The realization of human potential is therefore central to this proposed 
measure with a general objective that "the State s/Jall create an 1tnabJing 
em•ironment where p1>p/J.lation. development and em•iranmenr-sensifi\•e policies 
are inextricah~r linked instrument fnr the realization of u health); educated. 
and empuwt:rl!tl people. The Stall! shc1/I also prioriti:e human d1.-.,·elopmen1, 
promote human 1/ignit)' ancl respect human rights. including the right to 
de,•e/opment. " 

We rccognii e that human beings are, and should be at th\! c~nters of 
conccrns for sustainable development. And the right to dcvclopmcnl is a 
universal and inalienable right and <in imcgral part of fundamenta l hum311 
right~. and human person is the centrnl subject to development. The right to 
development must be fu l fi lled so as to equitably mtet the population. 
development and environment needs of the present and future generations. 

With this proposed Integrated Population and Development Act in place, 
we envision a belier and responsive ~ovemment and society that will put a 
paramount considc:ratioo to people, health and environment in undertaking 
major develormcnt office. 

A Challenge 

To all the academics and professionals who are m ure capable of 
1111derstanding the implications of rapid pupula1ion growth of human 
development, >'OU mu.\·t tali.e part in arousin~ the ':omplaccncy of our leadership 
into taking more saious and sustained measures at addres.sing our cri:ri.t. 
Individually. we can heir in this endeavor by reproducing responsibly and 
rearing our children 10 becoml! responsible citi7.ens. Collectively, we can raise 
our voice so that the unenlightened of our society will be awakened to the fact 
that we have 11 nagging demographic crisis that should be addressed with 
comprehensive solutions transcending religious. social and political biases. 

7111! tim<' 10 uN is now. 
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